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Camping Masnou
"Beachside Camping"

by Booking.com

+34 93 555 1503

Standing a hop, skip and jump away from the beach, Camping Masnou
offers a delightful getaway close to Barcelona. Established in 1956, it's
one of the oldest campsites the country and lives up to its reputation as
one of the best too. The site occupies a lush landscape near the coast and
is equipped with a host of amenities including a restaurant, a bar and even
a swimming pool. Besides the camping slots, the site also has a selection
of rooms for those who prefer to sleep indoors. Though it's technically not
located within Barcelona, it's proximity to the city makes it a favorite with
the urban bunch. Check website for booking and more information.
campingmasnoubarcelona
.com/2015web/index.php/e
n/

informacion@campingmas
nou.com.es

Camil Fabra 33, El Masnou

Campsite Tres Estrellas
"Camp It Out!"

by KassandraBay

+34 93 633 0637

Located in the neighborhood of Castelldefels, Campsite Tres Estrellas is of
the most fun places for a outing. They offer a great variety of mobile
rooms as well as the camping rooms that are well maintained and
comfortable. You may also want to opt for the cabins that can
accommodate two persons, with two beds, that costs lesser than a mobile
home. The site features a swimming pool, and also accommodates various
theme parties, dances, contests, concerts and special functions. A great
place for kids, this place ensures you have a memorable family outing. For
reservations and detailed information, visit the website or call ahead.
www.camping3estrellas.c
om/

info@camping3estrellas.co
m

Autovía de Castelldefels,
Gavá, Barcelona

Camping Barcelona
"Extensive Facilities"

by Porto Bay Trade

+34 93 790 4720

With a stunning array of facilities for a comfortable stay, this beautiful
campsite redefines the camping experience. Occupying a stunning site by
the coast in Mataró, Camping Barcelona is practically on the beach.From
spaces for individual camping to RVs, the sprawling site can cater to large
groups. The on-site restaurant serves Spanish specialties in a casual
setting. When not chiling-out at the beach, guests can unwind at the large
outdoor pool that comes with its own bar. Head to the on-site spa for a
truly relaxing time. Besides camping spots, the site also offers individual
rooms and bungalows. Check website for more.
www.campingbarcelona.c
om/

info@campingbarcelona.co
m

Road N-II Km 650, Mataró
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